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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [6], Fan studied a system of convex inequalities concerning lower 
semicontinuous convex functions defined on a compact convex set in a 
topological vector space. Particularly, the following theorem is well known. 
THEOREM A. Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a 
topological vector space and let ( f,, :v E I) be a family of lower semicon- 
tinuous convex functions onX with values in ( - 00, + co ). Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) The system of convex inequalities 
f,,(x) 6 0 (VEJ) (1) 
is consistent on X, i.e., there xists an x E X satisfying (1). 
(ii) For any n nonnegative numbers ai with C, <i<n ai = 1 and . . 
vl, . . . . v, E I, there xists an XE X such that 
Using this theorem, we can prove various existence theorems (cf. 
[7-9,1416]). 
In this paper, we first extend Fan’s theorem to lower semicontinuous 
convex functions with values in (-co, + co]. We know that even if i(x) 
are continuous convex functions with values in (- 00, + a~), then the 
function 
g(x) = sup h(x) 
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may be a lower semicontinuous convex function with values in 
( - 00, + co]. The same result was obtained in [7]. However, the proof 
was not complete. In Section 3, using Theorem A, we obtain the 
Mazur-Orlicz theorem [ 111, the Hahn-Banach theorem, Kiinig’s 
theorem [lo], and a best approximation theorem. Section 4 deals with 
cores of games. Let C be a field of subsets of a nonempty set P. A game 
v: Z+ [0, 00) is a function with v(0) =O. In 1967, Schmeidler [IZ] 
showed a necessary and sufficient condition for nonemptiness of cores. In 
this ection, for a mapping T on P with T- ‘(S) EC for all SE Z, we define 
T-core of v by 
where ba(P, C) is the set of bounded additive scalar functions defined on C. 
Then we study necessary and sufficient conditions for nonemptiness of 
T-core under several conditions. 
Throughout this paper we assume that a topological vector space is 
separated and a vector space is real. We denote by N the set of all natural 
numbers and by R the set of all real numbers. 
2. FAN’S EXISTENCE THEOREM 
In this section we extend Fan’s theorem [6] to lower semicontinuous 
convex functions with values in ( - 00, + co]. 
DEFINITION 1. Let X be a topological space. Then a function f of X into 
( - co, + cc ] is lower semicontinuous iffor any a E R, { XE X: f (x) < u} is 
closed in X. 
If X is a compact space and f is lower semicontinuous on X, then there 
exists an x0 E X such that 
f(xo)=min{f(x):xeX}. 
LEMMA 1. Let X and Y he topological spaces, let B be a continuous 
function of X into [0, oo), and let f be a lower semicontinuous function of Y 
into ( - 00, + m]. Then the function /3 .f on Xx Y defined by 
B.f(x,y)=B(x).f(y) foreach (X,Y)EXX Y 
is lower semicontinuous. 
Proof: Let aE R. Then it is sufficient to show that 
A=((x,Y)EJ-x Y:B(x)f(y)>a) 
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is open in Xx Y. Let (x,, yO) E A. First suppose /3(x0) B 0. Then there xists 
.s>O such that 
P(xo) ’ ET 
(Bh) - E)f(YO) ’ 4 
and 
(PW + E)f(YO) ’ a. 
If we put 
u= {XEX Ip(x)-p(xlJJ <E} 
YE Y:f(y)>rnax 
a 
k,)+E 8(X:-E II ’ 
then U is open and (x,, y,) E UC A. Indeed, let (x, y) E U. If a > 0, 
then P(x)f(~) > B(x)(a/Wd - ~1) >a and if a-co, then b(x)f(y) >
P(x)(a/U%d + El) > a. 
Next suppose j?(xO) = 0. Then, since a < 0, there xists 6 > 0 such that 
If we put 
V= (x~X:O</?(x)<d} x {YE Y:f(y)>a/6}, 
then V is open and (x0, y,) E VC A. Indeed, if (x, y) E V, then /3(x)f(y) > 
j?(x)(a/G) > a. This completes the proof. 1 
DEFINITION 2. For any n E N, we define sets S, and T,, in R” as 
S,= u=(ul ,..., q )~R”:a ,,.,., ~20, 2 u,=l 
i i= I 
T,= {S=(6,, . . . . 6,)ES,:each6,isdyadic}. 
DEFINITION 3. Let X and Y be arbitrary sets. A function f : Xx Y -+ 
( -cc, cc] is convexlike in its first variable if, for any xi, x2 E X, and 
0 < a < 1, there xists an x0 E X such that 
for all y E Y. 
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LEMMA 2 [ 16, Theorem 13). Let X be a set, let fi, . . . . fn be real valued 
functions on X, and suppose that the function F on Xx I, defined by F(.x, i) = 
f;(x) for each x E X and iE I, is convexlike in its first variable, where 
I= { 1, . . . . n}. Let c E R. If for any c1 E S,, there exists an X,,E X such that 
c I<r<n cli fi(xo) d c, then 
inf max f,(x)< c. 
IEX iel 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a nonempty compact space (not necessarily 
Hausdorff). Let f,, .  .  f,, b e 1 ower semicontinuous functions on X with values 
in ( - co, + CQ] such that the function F on Xx I, defined by F(x, i) =fi(x) 
for each x E X and i E I, is convexlike in its first variable, where I = { 1, . . . n >. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) The system of inequalities 
f;(x) < 0 for all i 6 I 
is consistent on X. 
(ii) For any a E S,,, there exists an x E X such that 
(iii) For any 6 E T,, there exists an x E X such that 
f 6,f;(x)60. 
,=I 
Proof It is clear that (i) implies (ii). We prove that (ii) implies (i). We 
Put 
A= fi {xEx:f,(x)<~}. 
i= 1 
Setting CC, = l/n for all in Z, from (ii), there exists an XE X such that 
l/n C 1<i<nhfi(x)GO. This implies XE A. Therefore A is nonempty. We 
show that for any CY ES,, there xists an x E A such that I1 G iGn cli fi(x) d 0. 
Let &ES,,. Suppose that a,,...,a,>O and a,+,=...=a,=O. If m=n, 
from (ii), there xists an x E A such that C i G i G n a,f,(x) < 0. So, we assume 
1 <m <n. For any t with 0 < t < 1, from (ii), there exists an X,E A such 
that 
,!, ta,f;(x,) + Jg+, &f;(x,) GO. (2) 
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If ci<i<nMif;(X,)GO for some t with 0 <t< 1, we obtain the desired 
result. We assume that 
,g, ccififi(xO>o for all twith 0 < t < 1. 
Then we have 
5 %fib,) > 0 foralltwithO<t<l. 
i=l 
(3) 
From (2) and (3), we have 
f fi(x,)dO for all t with 0 < t < 1. (4) 
r=m+ 1 
Since X is compact, there xists a subnet (x,?} of (x,) such that t, + 1 and 
{x,;} converges to a point X~E X. Using (2), (4), and Lemma 1, we obtain 
and 
f fix,,) G 0. (6) 
r=m+l 
From (5) and (6) we have X,EA and CIGiG.u,fi(xO)<O. Hence, by 
Lemma 2, we obtain 
inf maxfi(x) < inf maxfi(x) < 0. 
XCX iel XEA iel 
Since X is compact and max,,,f,(x) is lower semicontinuous, there is an 
x0 E X such that maxit ,fj(xO) f 0. Therefore, we have 
fib4 60 for all iE I. 
It is clear that (ii) implies (iii). We prove that (iii) mplies (ii). Let c1 ES,. 
Since T, is dense in S,, there xist hCk’ E T,, (k E N) such that 
For any k E N, there xists an xk E X such that 
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Since X is compact, there xists a subnet {xk,.} of {xk} which converges 
to a point x0 E X. Using Lemma 1, we obtain 
,c, txifj(xO) d lim)inf f ~?i~;.)fi(x~J < 0. 
r=l 
This completes the proof. 1 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a 
topological vector space and let ( f,,: vE I> be a family of lower semi- 
continuous convex functions on X with values .in ( - co, + co 1. Then the 
folio wing are equivalent : 
(i) The system of convex inequalities 
f,(x)<0 forall vGI 
is consistent on X. 
(ii) For any n E N, a E S,, and v,, . . . . v, E I, there exists an x E X such 
that 
(iii) For any n E N, 6 E T,,, and vl, . . . . v, E Z, there exists an x E X such 
that 
f &f”,(X) G 0. 
,=l 
Proof The conclusion follows immediately from Theorem 1 and 
compactness of X. 1 
3. THE MAZUR-ORLICZ THEOREM 
In this section, using Theorem 2, we obtain the Mazur-Orlicz 
theorem [ll], the Hahn-Banach theorem, Konig’s theorem [lo], and a 
best approximation theorem. 
DEFINITION 4. A functional p defined on a linear space E into R is said 
to be sublinear if p(x + y) <p(x) +p( y) for all x, y E E and p(llx) = Ap(x) 
for all I k 0 and x E E. If E is a linear space, we denote by E* the algebraic 
dual space of E, which is the set of all linear functionals from E into the 
real field. 
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In our proof of Theorem 3 we shall need not only Theorem 2, but also 
Lemma 3 below, which is a special case of the Hahn-Banach theorem. 
Hirano, Komiya, and Takahashi [7, Lemma 31 obtained the following 
lemma by using the Markov-Kakutani fixed point theorem. 
LEMMA 3. If p is a sublinear on a linear space E and x0 E E, then there is 
an fE E* such that f(x)<p(x) for all XE,E andf(x,)=p(x,). 
The following theorem is obtained by Mazur and Orlicz [111. We give a 
simple proof by using Lemma 3. 
THEOREM 3. Let p be a sublinear functional on a linear space E, 
{x, : v E I} a family, f ‘t ml e or infinite, of elements in E, and { GL,: vE I} a 
corresponding family of real numbers. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists an fe E* such that 
f(x)<p(x) forall x~E, 
f (x,) 2 4 for all v E I. 
(ii) For any n E N, v,, . . . . v, E I, and 6 E T,,, the inequality 
i 6ia, GP ( i 6ixv.) 
i= 1 i= 1 
holds. 
Proof It is clear that (i) implies 
Let F be the product space RE. Then 
X,, be the compact convex subset 
(ii). We show that (ii) implies (i). 
F is a topological vector space. Let 
nxcE C-P(-x),p(x)l of F and _ - 
B = {g E E* : g(x) <p(x) for all x E E); then B is nonempty by Lemma 3. 
Since X0 is compact, B is compact and convex. For each v E Z, we define a
real valued function F, on B by 
F,(f) = a, -f (xv) for each f E B; 
then F, is continuous and afline. Iffor each n E N, 6 E T,,, and v,, . . . . v, E I, 
the inequality 
min i 6,FJf)GO 
.fcB i=, 
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holds, the conclusion is true by Theorem 2. But this inequality iseasily 
obtained as follows by using Lemma 3: 
dmaxf 
/tB ( > 
i dix,,, 
i=l 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 3, we have the following [S]. 
COROLLARY 1. Let {x,: v E I> he a family, finite or infinite, ofelements 
in a normed linear space X, and { c(, :v E Z} a corresponding family of real 
numbers. Then for any p 2 0, the following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a continuous linear functional f on X with 11 f 11 <p 
such that 
f (XV) 2 a,, for all v E I. 
(ii) For any nEN, v,, . . . . v, E I, and 6 E T,,, the inequality 
holds. 
Further we also obtain the following theorem by using the Mazur-Orlicz 
theorem. 
DEFINITION 5. Let C be a nonempty subset of a linear space E. Then C 
is called midconvex if for any x, y E C, (x + y)/2 E C. Let f be a function of 
C into R. Then f is called midconcave if for any x, y E C, f ((x + y)/2) 2 
(f(x) +f (Y))P 
THEOREM 4. Let p be a sublinear functional on a linear space E, let C be 
a nonempty midconvex subset of E, and let f0 be a midconcave function on C 
such that fo(x) <p(x) for all x E C. Then there exists an f E E* such that 
and 
fO(x) <f(x) for all x E C 
f(Y)dP(Y) for all y E E. 
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Proof Let {xy : v E I} = C, and a, =fO(x,) for each v E I. Then if for any 
neN, v,, . . . . v, E Z, and 6 E T,,, the inequality 
i diff”, GP ( i 6,X”.) 
i= 1 i= I 
holds, the conclusion is true by Theorem 3. But this inequality iseasily 
obtained as 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 4, we obtain the Hahn-Banach 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 2 (The Hahn-Banach Theorem). Let p be a sublinear 
functional on a linear space E, let L be a linear subspace of E, and let f. be 
an element of L* such that fO(x) <p(x) for all x E L; then there is an f e E* 
such that 
f(x)=fO(x) forall xEL 
and 
f(v)GPb) forall .YEE. 
DEFINITION 6. Let p be a sublinear functional on a linear space E and T 
a nonempty subset of E. T is said to be p-midconvex if for any U, v E T, 
there is an x E T such that p(x - (u + v)/2) < 0. 
The following theorem is Konig’s theorem [lo]. For another proof, see 
Takahashi [ 163. 
THEOREM 5. Let E be d real linear space, let p: E + R be sublinear, and 
let T be a nonempty p-midconvex subset of E. Then 
inf p(x) = 7:; f$f (x). 
XET 
ProoJ If inf,. Tp(x) = -co, the conclusion is trivial. So we may 
assume that inf ,.Tp(x)> -co. Let {x,.: VEZ} = T and let a,=inf,.,p(x) 
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for all VE I. Then, from hypothesis, for any n E N, vi, . . . . V,E Z, and 6 ES,, 
there is a y, E T such that p(y, - C, < iCn 6,x,,) d 0. Hence we have . . 
> inf p(x). 
I E T 
By Theorem 3 there is an f~ E* such that f(x) <p(x) for all xE E and 
f(y) > inf P(X) for all y E T. rET 
Then, from compactness of n,, EC -p( -x), p(x)], we have 
max inf f(x) 3 $p(x). 
f<p 'ET 
It is obvious that 
THEOREM 6. Let E be a linear space, let p: E -+ R be sublinear, and let K
be a nonempty p-midconvex subset of E. Let x E E and let x0 E K. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) p(x,-x)=inf{p(z-x):z~K}. 
(ii) There exists an f E E* such that 
(a) f(y)dp(y) forallyE& and 
(W inf,,.,f(Y-x)=p(x,-x). 
(iii) There exists an f E E* such that 
(a) f(y)My)forall~~E, 
(b) inf,..f(Y)=f(xd~ and 
(cl f(xo-x)=P(xo-xl. 
ProojI (i) = (ii): Let T= {y-x: y E K). Then, by Theorem 5, there is 
an f E E* such that 
f(Y)GP(Y) for all y E E, 
and 
If’,f (y -x) =p(x, -x). 
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(ii) * (iii): By (ii)(a), we have f(xO -x) d p(xO - x). Then, from 
(ii)(b), we havef(x,- x)=p(xO-x). We also have, from (ii)(b), 
f(Y - x0) =f(y - xl +.0x - x0) 
>/p(x, - x) + p(x - x0) >, 0, 
for any y E K. This implies 
inf f(y) =fLd ytK 
(iii)+(i): For any ZE K, 
P(% - xl =fh - xl 
qf(z - x) 
bP(Z-x). 
Hence we have 
p(x,-x)=inf{p(z-x):zEK}. i 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 6, we have the following result 
CL 31. 
COROLLARY 3. Let K be a convex subset in a norrned linear space N, let 
x E E, and let x0 E K. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) I/x,-xj)=inf{IIx-yIj:y~K}. 
(ii) There exists an LEN’ such that 
(a) II L II = 1, and 
(b) inf.,.., L(y - x) = 11 x0 - x 11, where N’ is the topological dual 
of N. 
(iii) There exists an L E N’ such that 
(a) IILII = 1, 
(b) i$., L(Y) = L(xd, and 
(c) -&o-x)= II%-XII. 
4. CORES OF GAMES 
Kannai 181, Schmeidler [12, 131, and Delbaen [2] studied necessary 
and suffkient conditions for nonemptiness of cores of games. In this ection 
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we define T-core of a game and obtain necessary and sufftcient conditions 
for nonemptiness of T-core under several conditions. R, denotes the set of 
all nonnegative real numbers. 
DEFINITION 7. Let .?Y be a field of subsets of a nonempty set P. A game 
v : C + R + is a function with v(a) = 0. 
DEFINITION 8. The space B(P, C) consists ofall uniform limits of finite 
linear combination of characteristic functions of sets in Z. The norm in 
B(P, C) is given by the formula 
II f II = SUP I .!@)I. 
SE P 
The space ba(P, C) consists ofall bounded additive scalar functions defined 
on Z. The norm 11 p )I is the total variation f p on P. 
We know that the topological dual B’(P, 2) of B(P, C) is ba(P, 2) 
(cf. C4lh 
DEFINITION 9. An outcome of a game v is an element p E ba(P, 2) such 
that 
for all SEC, p(S) 2 v(S) and p(P) = v(P). 
The set of all outcomes of a game v is called the core of the fame v and 
denoted by U(v). 
DEFINITION 10. Let v be a game defined on a field C of an arbitrary set 
P and T a mapping of P into itself such that for all SE Z, T-‘(S) E Z. We 
define T-core V=(v) of v as 
THEOREM 7. Let v be a game defined on a field Z of an arbitrary set P 
and T a mapping of P into itself such that for all SE Z, T-l(S) E C. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) Q%(v) Z la. 
(ii) For any A,, . . . . d,>O, A ,,..., A ,EC, q ,,..., I],ER, and 
S , 3 ..., S EZ with C:= 1 Ail,, +xJ’!! 1qj(lq- 1 Tm~s,) < l,, the inequality 
f’ AiV(A;) d V(P) 
i=l 
holds. 
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(iii) For any 1, ,..., & >,O, A ,,..., A ,EC, q1 ,..., ~ ,,ER, and 
S , , . . . . S, E Z, the inequality 
f A,v(Ai) G v(P) i Ail,, + f ~,(l.y,- 1 T-IS,) 
i= I Ii i= 1 j= 1 
holds. 
Proof. (i) =S (ii) and (ii) =S (iii) are obvious. 
(iii) S-(i): By Corollary 1, there is a p* E B’(P, C) such that 
II P* II Gvu-? 
P*(~A)~v(A) for all A E C, 
p*t1,- lT-‘s)20 for all SE C, 
and 
p*(lT-L.y- 1.)20 for all SE Z. 
Therefore we obtain 5$(v) # @. 1 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 7, we have the following: 
COROLLARY 4 [ 121. Let v he a game defined on a field Z of an arbitrary 
set P. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) U(v) is nonempty. 
(ii) For any neN, A, ,..., l.,>,O, and A 1, . . . . A,EC with 
Clci<,,AilA,< l,, the inequality . . 
i A,V(Ai) <V(P) 
r= I 
holds. 
(iii) For any n E N, E,, . . . . 1,2 0, and A 1, . . . . A, E C, the inequality 
i ~iV(Ai)GV((P) i lilAa 
i= I /I /I ;= I 
holds. 
DEFINITION 11. A game v is called exact if for any AOe C, there is a 
p E g(v) such that p( A,) = v( A,). 
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THEOREM 8. Let v be a game defined on a field C of an arbitrary set P 
and T a mapping of P into itself such that for all SEC, T-‘(S) E Z;. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) For any A,EC, there is a ,u~%‘~(v) such that ,u(A,) = v(A,). 
(ii) For any i,, . . . . 2,30, A,,, .. . . A,,EC, n,, . . . . n,,,~ R, and SI, . . . . 
S,EZ with x7=, i,l,, -&lA,,+~~~l qj(ls,- lT I~,)< l,, the inequality 
ic, &v(Ai) - &W,) 6 v(P) 
holds. 
Oii) For 
any A,, . . . I, 2 0, A,, . . . . A,, E Z, yll, . .. . v],,, E R, and 
s 1, ..., S E C, the inequality 
f n,V(Ai)-IZOV(Ao)6V(P) i lil.z-l,l,,+ i ~jl,ls,-llml,) 
i= 1 II i= I j= 1
holds. 
Proof (i) + (ii) and (ii) =- (iii) are obvious. 
(iii)*(i): Let &EC. Then, by Corollary 1, there is a ,u* EB’(P, C) 
such that 
II P* II G v(P), 
~*(1,)2 v(A) for all A E C, 
p”*(l.y- l,-I,)>0 for all SE C, 
p*( 1 T-I.7 - 1,) 2 0 for all SE C, 
and 
P*( - L,,) 2 - ~(4. 
Hence there is a p E 5$(v) such that u(A,) = v(A,). l 
DEFINITION 12. A game v is called convex if for any A, B E C, 
v(A) + v(B) d v(A u B) + v(A n B). 
Delbaen [Z] showed that a game v is convex if and only if for any 
B , , . . . . B, E Z with B, 3 . . . I> B,, there is a p E V( v) such that p( B,) = v(B,) 
for all j= 1, . . . . m. 
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THEOREM 9. Let v be a game defined on a field C of an arbitrary set P 
and T a mapping of P into itself such that for all SE Z, T- ‘(S) EZ. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) For any B,, . . . . B,~CwithB,~~~~~B,,,,thereisau~E~(v)such 
that u(B,) = v(B,), j= 1, . . . . m. 
(ii) For any 1,, . . . . I, >O, A,, . . . A,EC, n,, . . . )I~E R, B,, . . . . B,,,EZ 
with B,x...xB,,,, 6,,..., ~,ER, and S, ,..., S EC such that C;=lAilA,+ 
1: = , 6,( 1 sk - 1 Tm~sk) 6 CT= , vi 1 B,, the inequality 
i Aiv(Ai)< f qiv(Bj) 
,=I ,=I 
holds. 
(iii) For any A,, . . . . I,> 0, A,, . . . . A,EC, n,, . . . . q, E R, B,, . . . . B, E.E 
with B, =3 ... 3 B,, 6,) . . . . C?,E R, and S,, . . . . S,E .Z such that I:= 1 Ail,, - 
C,“= ,nj 1 B, + C: = 1 6,( 1 sk - 1 =-I~~) < 1 p, the inequality 
t A,V(Ai)- 2 rI,V(Bj) 6 V(P) 
i= I /=I 
holds. 
(iv) For any j*, , . . . . II, 2 0, A,, . . . . A,, EC, n,, . . . . n,,,~ R, B,, . . . . B, E C 
with B, I . . . I B,, 6,) . . . . 6, E R, and S, , . . . . S, E Z, the inequality 
i AjV(Ai)- f VJ”(Bj) 
i= 1 j=l 
<V(P) f- lt1,4,- f yljl,+ i 6k(1Sk-1T-1Sk) 
i= I j=l k=l II 
holds. 
Proof (i) =z= (ii), (ii) * (iii), and (iii) * (iv) are obvious. 
(iv)~(i):LetB,,...,B,E~withB1r>...~BB,.Then,byCorollary1, 
there is a p* E B’(P, 2’) such that 
II P* II d v(P), 
p*(lA) B 44) for all A E C, 
p*(l,- lT-Is)>o for all S E C, 
p*(l.-l,- 1.))80 for all S E Z, 
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and 
/l*(-lB,)3 -v(Bj) for all j= 1, . . . . m. 
Hence there is a ,uE%$(v) such that p(Bj)= v(B,), j= 1, . . . . m. 1 
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